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Abstract—Entity resolution aims to identify descriptions of
the same entity within or across knowledge bases. In this work,
we provide a comprehensive and cohesive overview of the key
research results in the area of entity resolution. We are interested
in frameworks addressing the new challenges in entity resolution
posed by the Web of data in which real world entities are
described by interlinked data rather than documents. Since
such descriptions are usually partial, overlapping and sometimes
evolving, entity resolution emerges as a central problem both
to increase dataset linking, but also to search the Web of data
for entities and their relations. We focus on Web-scale blocking,
iterative and progressive solutions for entity resolution. Specifi-
cally, to reduce the required number of comparisons, blocking is
performed to place similar descriptions into blocks and executes
comparisons to identify matches only between descriptions within
the same block. To minimize the number of missed matches, an
iterative entity resolution process can exploit any intermediate
results of blocking and matching, discovering new candidate
description pairs for resolution. Finally, we overview works on
progressive entity resolution, which attempt to discover as many
matches as possible given limited computing budget, by estimating
the matching likelihood of yet unresolved descriptions, based on
the matches found so far.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, numerous knowledge bases (KBs)
have been built to power large-scale knowledge sharing, but
also an entity-centric Web search, mixing both structured data
and text querying. These KBs offer comprehensive, machine-
readable descriptions of a large variety of real-world entities
(e.g., persons, places, products, events) published on the Web
as Linked Data (LD). Traditionally, KBs are manually crafted
by a dedicated team of knowledge engineers, such as the
pioneering projects Wordnet and Cyc. Today, more and more
KBs are built from existing Web content using information
extraction tools. Such an automated approach offers an un-
precedented opportunity to scale-up KBs construction and
leverage existing knowledge published in HTML documents.
Although KBs (e.g., DBpedia, Freebase) may be derived from
the same data source (e.g., a Wikipedia entry), they may
provide multiple, non-identical descriptions of the same real-
world entities. This is mainly due to the different informa-
tion extraction tools and curation policies employed by KBs,
resulting to complementary and sometimes conflicting entity
descriptions.
Entity resolution (ER) aims to identify descriptions that
refer to the same real-world entity appearing either within or
across KBs [8], [9]. Compared to data warehouses, the new
ER challenges stem from the openness of the Web of data
in describing entities by an unbounded number of KBs, the
semantic and structural diversity of the descriptions provided
across domains even for the same real-world entities, as well
as the autonomy of KBs in terms of adopted processes for
creating and curating entity descriptions. In particular:
• The number of KBs (aka RDF datasets) in the Linking
Open Data (LOD) cloud1 has roughly tripled between
2011 and 2014 (from 295 to 1014), while KBs inter-
linking dropped by 30%. The main reason is that with
more KBs available, it becomes more difficult for data
publishers to identify relations between the data they
publish and the data already published. Thus, the majority
of KBs are sparsely linked, while their popularity in links
is heavily skewed. Sparsely interlinked KBs appear in
the periphery of the LOD cloud (e.g., Open Food Facts,
Bio2RDF), while heavily interlinked ones lie at the center
(e.g., DBpedia, GeoNames). Encyclopaedic KBs, such as
DBpedia, or widely used georeferencing KBs, such as
GeoNames, are interlinked with the largest number of
KBs [25].
• The descriptions contained in these KBs present a high
degree of semantic and structural diversity, even for the
same entity types. Despite the Linked Data principles,
multiple names (e.g., URIs) can be used to refer to the
same real-world entity. The majority (58.24%) of the 649
vocabularies currently used by KBs are proprietary, i.e.,
they are used by only one KB, while diverse sets of
properties are commonly used to describe the entities both
in terms of types and number of occurrences even in the
same KB. Only YAGO contains 350K different types of
entities, while Google’s Knowledge Graph contains 35K
properties, used to describe 600M entities.
The two core ER problems, i.e, how can we (a) effectively
compute similarity of entity descriptions and (b) efficiently
resolve sets of entities within or across sources, are challenged
by the large scale (both in terms of the number of sources
and entity descriptions), the high diversity (both in terms of
number of entity types and properties) and the importance of
relationships among entity descriptions (not committing to a
particular schema defined in advance). In particular, in addition
to highly similar descriptions that feature many common to-
kens in values of semantically related attributes, typically met
in the center of the LOD cloud and heavily interlinked mostly
1http://lod-cloud.net
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Fig. 1. The ER Framework.
using owl:sameAs predicates, we are encountering somehow
similar descriptions with significantly fewer common tokens in
attributes not always semantically related, that appear usually
in the periphery of the LOD cloud and are sparsely interlinked
with various kinds of predicates. Plainly, the coming up of
highly and somehow similar semi-structured entity descriptions
requires solutions that go beyond those applicable to duplicate
detection. More precisely, deduplication techniques [6] are
essentially ER techniques for highly (low) similar in structure
(content) descriptions from one relation, record linkage for
structured [6] or semi-structured Web data [15] targets highly
(low) similar in content (structure) descriptions from two
relations, while in the Web of data, descriptions hosted in a
network of KBs exhibit low similarity both in content and
structure (i.e., are somehow similar).
A promising area of research in this respect is cross-domain
similarity search and mining (e.g., [29]), aiming to exploit
similarity of objects described by different modalities (i.e.,
text, image) and contexts (i.e., facets) and support research by
analogy. Such techniques could be also beneficial for matching
highly heterogeneous entity descriptions and thus support ER
at the Web scale.
In this tutorial, we present how to resolve entities described
by linked data in the Web (e.g., in RDF). Figure 1 illustrates
the general steps involved in our process.
II. BLOCKING AND META-BLOCKING FOR ENTITY
RESOLUTION
Grouping entity descriptions in blocks before comparing
them for matching is an important pre-processing step for
pruning the quadratic number of comparisons required to re-
solve a collection of entity descriptions [7]. The main objective
of algorithms for entity blocking is to achieve a reasonable
compromise between the number of comparisons suggested
and the number of missed entity matches. In this tutorial, we
briefly present traditional blocking algorithms proposed for
relational records and explain why they cannot be used in the
Web of data. Then, we detail a family of algorithms that relies
on a simple inverted index of entity descriptions extracted from
the tokens of their attribute values. Hence, two descriptions
are placed into the same block if they share at least a common
token (e.g., [21], [20]).
An alternative approach for blocking is to consider string-
similarity join algorithms. In a nutshell, such algorithms con-
struct blocks by identifying all pairs of descriptions whose
string values similarities are above a certain threshold and
potentially some pairs whose string values similarities are
below that threshold. To achieve that, without computing the
similarity of all pairs of descriptions, string-similarity join
algorithms (e.g., [5], [28]) build an inverted index from the to-
kens of the descriptions values. A method to reduce the number
of compared descriptions consists of building blocks for sets of
tokens that appear together in many entity descriptions. Several
variations of this problem have been proposed. For example,
[19] studies the problem of scalable finding frequent sets of
tokens that appear in specific sequences. Finally, [17] proposed
the concept of multidimensional overlapping blocks. Specifi-
cally, this method firstly constructs a collection of blocks for
each similarity function, and then, all blocking collections are
aggregated into a single multidimensional collection, taking
into account the similarities of descriptions that share blocks.
Blocking, even as a pre-processing step for entity res-
olution, is a heavy computational task. This way, several
approaches exploit the MapReduce programming model for
parallelizing blocking algorithms (e.g., [18], [12], [13]). Ab-
stractly, in all cases, a collection of entity descriptions, given
as input to a MapReduce job, is split into smaller chunks,
which are then processed in parallel. A map function, emitting
intermediate (key, value) pairs for each input split, and a reduce
function that processes the list of values of an intermediate key,
coming from all the mappers, should be defined.
To further improve the efficiency of blocking, several
approaches (e.g., [26], [21], [20]) focus on different ways for
discarding comparisons that do not lead to matches. More
recently, [22], [10], [11] propose to reconstruct the blocks of a
given blocking collection in order to more drastically discard
redundant comparisons, as well as comparisons between de-
scriptions that are unlikely to match. Meta-blocking essentially
transforms a given blocking collection B into a blocking
graph. Its nodes correspond to the descriptions in B, while
its undirected edges connect the co-occurring descriptions.
No parallel edges are allowed, thus eliminating all redundant
comparisons. Every edge is associated with a weight, repre-
senting the likelihood that the adjacent entities are matching
candidates. The low-weighted edges are pruned, so as to
discard comparisons between unlikely-to-match descriptions.
III. ITERATIVE ENTITY RESOLUTION
The inherent distribution of entity descriptions in different
knowledge bases, along with their significant semantic and
structural diversity, yield incomplete evidence regarding the
similarity of descriptions published in the Web of data. Itera-
tive ER approaches aim to tackle this problem by exploiting
any partial result of the ER process in order to generate new
candidate pairs of descriptions not considered in a previous
step or even to revise a previous matching decision.
Abstractly, new matches can be found by exploiting merged
descriptions of previously identified matches or relationships
between descriptions. We call the iterative ER approaches
that build their iterations on the merging of descriptions
merging-based, and those that use entity relationships for
their iteration step relationship-based. Intuitively, the merging-
based approaches deal with descriptions of the same type, e.g.,
descriptions for persons, while relationship-based approaches
presume upon the relationships between different types of
entities. Interestingly, there is an important difference between
the two families of iterative approaches. Namely, this has
to do with the fact that triggers a new iteration in each
family of iterative approaches. In our tutorial, we will highlight
this fact, by exploring the general framework of iterative
entity resolution approaches that are typically composed of
an initialization phase and an iterative phase [16]. The goal
of the initialization phase is to create a queue capturing the
pairs of entity descriptions that will be compared, or even the
order for comparing these pairs. For example, such a queue can
be constructed automatically by exhaustively computing the
initial similarity of all pairs of descriptions, or can be handled
manually by domain experts, who specify, for instance, which
entities will be compared. In the iterative phase, we get a pair
of descriptions from the queue, compute the similarity of this
pair to decide if it is a match, and with respect to this decision,
we potentially update the queue. Actually, the updates in this
phase trigger the next iteration of entity resolution.
In merging-based approaches (e.g., [2], [14]), when two
matching descriptions are merged, the pairs in the queue in
which these descriptions participate are updated, replacing the
initial descriptions with the results of their merging. New pairs
may be added to the queue as well, suggesting the com-
parison of the new merged description to other descriptions.
In relationship-based approaches (e.g., [3], [24], [4]), when
related descriptions are identified as matches, new pairs can
be added to the queue, e.g., a pair of building descriptions is
added to the queue, when their architects are matching, or even
existing pairs can be re-ordered. Ideally, the iterative phase
terminates when the queue becomes empty.
Recent works have proposed using an iterative ER process,
interleaved with blocking. The intuition is that the ER results
of a processed block, may help identifying more matches in
another block. Specifically, iterative blocking [27], applied
on the results of blocking, examines one block at a time
looking for matches. When a match is found in a block, the
resulting merging of the descriptions that match is propagated
to all other blocks, replacing the initial matching descriptions.
This way, redundant comparisons between the same pair of
descriptions in different blocks are saved and, in addition, more
matches can be identified efficiently. The same block may be
processed multiple times, until no new matches are found.
Inherently, iterative blocking follows a sequential execution
model, since the results of ER in one block directly affect
other blocks.
IV. PROGRESSIVE ENTITY RESOLUTION
Progressive works focus on maximizing the reported
matches, given a limited computing budget, by potentially ex-
ploiting the partial matching results obtained so far. Essentially,
they extend the typical ER workflow with a scheduling phase,
which is responsible for selecting which pairs of descriptions,
that have resulted from blocking, will be compared in the
entity matching phase and in what order. The goal of this
new phase is to favor more promising comparisons, i.e., those
that are more likely to result in matches. This way, those
comparisons are executed before less promising ones and
thus, more matches are identified early on in the process.
The optional update phase (Fig. 1) propagates the results of
matching, such that a new scheduling phase will promote
the comparison of pairs that were influenced by the previous
matches. This iterative process continues until the pre-defined
computing budget is consumed.
In a progressive ER setting, [1] uses a graph in which
nodes are description pairs, i.e., candidate matches, and an
edge indicates that the resolution of a node influences the
resolution of another node. For the scheduling phase, it divides
the total cost budget into several windows of equal cost. For
each window, a comparison schedule is generated, by choosing
among those whose cost does not exceed the current window,
the one with the highest expected benefit. The cost of a
schedule is computed by considering the cost of finding the
description pairs and the cost of resolving them. Its benefit is
determined by how many matches are expected to be found
by this schedule, and how useful it will be to declare those
nodes as matches, in identifying more matches within the cost
budget. In the update phase, after a schedule is executed, the
matching decisions are propagated to all the influenced nodes,
whose expected benefit now increases and have, thus, higher
chances of being chosen by the next schedule. The algorithm
terminates when the cost budget has been reached.
Among other heuristics, [26] uses a hierarchy of description
partitions. This hierarchy is built by applying different distance
thresholds for each partitioning: highly similar descriptions are
placed in the lower levels, while somehow similar descriptions
in higher ones. By traversing bottom-up this hierarchy until
the cost budget has been reached, we favor the resolution of
highly similar descriptions. An other heuristic, also presented
in [26], relies on a sorted list of description pairs, which can
be generated by a blocking key as in sorted neighborhood,
and then iteratively considers sliding windows of increasing
size, comparing descriptions of increasing distance. Starting
from a window of size 2, this heuristic favors comparisons
of descriptions with more similar values on their blocking
keys. [23] extends this heuristic, to capture cases in which
matches appear in dense areas of the initial sorting, by adding
a scheduling phase that performs a local lookahead - if the
descriptions at positions (i, j) are found to match, then the
descriptions at (i+1, j) and (i, j+1) are immediately compared,
since they have a high chance of matching.
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